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Abstract

An experimental study is described to explore the dominant sound generation mechanisms of the spectral components

governing the overall noise level of centrifugal compressors. At the design speed with supersonic flow conditions in the

rotor blade channels, blade tone noise and buzz-saw noise are the main contributors. On the inlet, rotor-alone noise is the

main source while rotor–stator interaction noise dominates on the outlet side in case of vaned outlet diffusers. Over a large

range of rotor speeds with subsonic flow conditions, radial compressor noise is dominated by tip clearance noise which is

produced by the secondary flow through the gap between rotor blade tips and the casing wall which in turn gives rise to the

rotating instability phenomena observed earlier in axial-flow machines.

r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Centrifugal compressors are used for turbocharging the diesel engines of large ships or power stations. The
ever-growing demand for higher engine power output requires that mass flow rate and pressure ratio of the
compressors are increased as well. While the aerodynamic power of turbomachines is proportional to the third
power of the rotor tip speed, the sound power usually grows with the 5–6th power. The tonal components of
the compressor noise, the so-called blade tone spectrum (blade passing frequency (BPF) and harmonics) are
particularly annoying and therefore deserve special attention when it comes to reducing the noise of these
machines. Primary noise reduction, i.e., noise reduction at the source, is the most efficient way to achieve
quieter machines. The long-term goal of this experimental study is to reduce the blade tone noise of high-speed
high-pressure centrifugal compressors. To develop primary noise reduction methods that diminish the strength
of the aeroacoustic sources directly, the dominant noise generation mechanisms of centrifugal compressors
have to first be known and understood.

Much research on understanding the sound generation mechanisms of turbomachines has been performed
in the past, however, almost only on the axial-flow type because of its aeronautical use and public demand for
ee front matter r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Nomenclature

a0 speed of sound
A cross-sectional area (A0 ¼ 1m2)
c blade chord length
d duct diameter
f frequency
fBPF blade passage frequency ( ¼ Zfn)
fc(m,n) cut-on frequency of the mode (m, n)
fn rotor shaft frequency
h harmonic of blade passage frequency
ha harmonic of RI component
i harmonic of rotor shaft frequency
Lp pressure level at p0 ¼ 20 mPa
LW sound power level at P0 ¼ 1 pW
m azimuthal mode order
_m; _mred mass flow, reduced mass flow

Ma tip speed Mach number
n radial mode order

n, nred rotor speed, reduced rotor speed
p pressure
P power
T absolute temperature
U rotor tip speed
Z number of main rotor blades
aRI azimuthal mode order of RI component
Ptot total pressure ratio
r density
o angular frequency
O angular velocity
BPF blade passage frequency
id inlet duct
iid immediate inlet duct
od outlet duct
R rotor
RI rotating instability
TCN tip clearance noise
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quieter aircraft. Experimental or theoretical studies on the radial flow type were limited to the low-speed
machines as used in air conditioning and ventilating industries. The first experimental study on centrifugal
compressor noise addressing the sound field radiated into the inlet and outlet ducts was published by Feld
et al. [1] when the present investigation had just been started.

In the present research project, detailed acoustic measurements are carried out on two shroudless radial
impellers type SRV2 (with a vaneless and a vaned outlet diffuser) and type SRV4 (with vaneless outlet
diffuser) running on a typical compressor test bed. To the authors’ knowledge, the research project is the first
systematic investigation of the dominant sound generation mechanisms in radial compressors.

Sound power measurements at various operating lines of the compressors are made in the anechoically
terminated inlet duct following a standardized measurement procedure to establish a database for the acoustic
sound power of centrifugal compressors. Based on the measurement data, an empirical model for the sound
power of radial compressors as function of the main dimensions and the operational parameters is developed
which will be the subject of a subsequent paper.

Acoustic mode measurements are made in the inlet duct at two different axial positions with different
diameters: immediately upstream of the compressor intake and 2.1m farther upstream using rotatable duct
sections. Both are equipped with four axial rings with four wall-flush mounted condenser microphones each.
The microphones are traversed circumferentially to resolve the spatial sound pressure distribution into
azimuthal duct modes of the blade tones up to 40 kHz. The modal structure of the sound radiated from the
compressor impeller reveals the dominant sound generation mechanisms at various speed ranges. The relative
importance of the different source mechanisms depending on rotor speed is described.

Measurements of the unsteady wall pressure along the radial extent of the compressor casing provide
insight into the flow processes within the rotating rotor blade channels and allow comparisons with previous
CFD analyses. In particular, the rotor-coherent pressure field at the impeller intake was computed using
the DLR code TRACE. Steady flow conditions were assumed in the rotating impeller channels. The
results were converted to an unsteady pressure field at the impeller intake and compared with acoustic
measurement data.

In the present paper, emphasis is placed on describing the generation mechanisms of the spectral
components governing the overall noise level of centrifugal compressors. For more detailed information and
other findings, see Refs. [2–5].
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2. Experimental facility

2.1. Test rig

The experiments were made in the radial compressor test facility of the DLR-Institute of Propulsion
Technology in Cologne (see the principal sketch depicted in Fig. 1). This rig was specifically designed for
transonic flow investigations and analyses [6–11] and was modified for the acoustic measurements described here.

On the intake side of the compressor, there is a filter section, a Venturi tube for measurement of the mass
flow, an anechoic duct termination to prevent the sound radiated from the compressor to be reflected at duct
discontinuities, the acoustic duct section, and a bellmouth nozzle connecting the 500mm diameter acoustic
duct to the 157mm diameter inlet pipe mounted at the compressor intake.

In the acoustic test duct, a 1
2
-in microphone equipped with a special turbulence screen is mounted in a

rotatable duct section (see Fig. 2) to measure the circumferentially averaged sound pressure level at a specified
radial distance from the duct axis as required by the standardized measurement procedure ISO 5136 [12] for
determination of the in-duct sound power radiated by the compressor into the inlet duct. For acoustic mode
analyses, the rotatable duct can also be instrumented with condenser microphones mounted flush with the
inner duct wall and arranged in four axial rings with four microphones each.

Another rotatable duct section is available in the 157mm diameter inlet pipe. Again, 4� 4 wall-flush mounted
condenser microphones are used to measure the acoustic pressures at the inner duct wall and resolve its spatial
distribution into acoustic duct modes. At this measurement station, the temporal and spatial sound field structures
generated by the compressor exist without any changes due to duct transmission effects, which is important in view
of the identification of the main sound generation mechanisms prevalent in this type of turbomachine.

Up to eight piezoresistive differential pressure sensors can be mounted in the casing wall to monitor the
rotating pressure field of the shroudless impeller. Five of these positions were used for the present experiments.
Position no. 1 is located at the leading edge of the main rotor blades, position no. 2 at the leading edge of the
splitter blades, position no. 3 at the last one-third of the rotor blade channel, position no. 4 at the blade
trailing edges, and position no. 5 at the radial location of the leading edge of the exit guide vanes, if present.
Ideally, one would want to place the transducers in the casing along the curve of a rotor blade. This is not
possible for space reasons and therefore the transducers at the various radial positions are displaced
circumferentially by one or more full blade pitches.
Fig. 1. Schematic view of the DLR radial compressor test facility.
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Fig. 2. Acoustic measurement positions in the compressor inlet and outlet duct and on the casing of the shroudless compressor.
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The compressor outlet ducting is far from ideal for acoustic measurements. There is only a very short
straight duct section between an outlet flow diffuser and a 901 duct bend. Up to five wall-flush pressure sensors
can be mounted in the 309mm diameter duct section to monitor the sound pressure spectrum radiated into the
outlet duct. It is not possible to determine the radiated sound power from the measured sound pressure, nor is
it meaningful to perform acoustic mode analyses for investigation of sound generating mechanisms.

2.2. Test compressors

Measurements were made with two impellers type SRV2 and type SRV4, the first in a vaneless and a vaned
diffuser configuration and the latter in a vaneless configuration only. Both impellers have 156mm leading edge
tip diameter, 224mm outer impeller tip diameter, 13 main rotor blades and 13 splitter blades. Fig. 3 shows the
performance characteristics of the test compressors SRV2 and SRV4, both with vaneless diffuser, and the
operating conditions for the acoustic measurements. The following aerodynamic flow parameters are used to
characterize the performance of the test compressors as functions of rotor speed n, mass flow _m, absolute
temperature T and pressure p:

nred ¼ n
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T00=T

p
; _mred ¼ _m

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðT=T00Þ

p
ðp00=pÞ, (1)

where T00 ¼ 288.15K and p00 ¼ 101.325 kPa.
For the compressor SRV2 (design point _mred ¼ 2:55 kg=s at nred ¼ 50,000/min) measurements were made at
�
 constant rotor speed nred ¼ 50,000/min and variable throttle condition in the range _mred ¼ 2:3� 2:8 kg=s,

�
 constant throttle and variable rotor speed in the range nred ¼ 30,000–50,000/min and

�
 constant pressure ratio Ptot ¼ 4.0 in the range _mred ¼ 1:8� 2:8 kg=s:

For the compressor SRV4 (design point _mred ¼ 2:55 kg=s at nred ¼ 50,000/min) measurements were made at
�
 constant rotor speed nred ¼ 50,000/min and variable throttle condition in the range _mred ¼ 2:3� 2:8 kg=s;

�
 constant rotor speed nred ¼ 36,000/min and variable throttle condition in the range _mred ¼ 1:1� 2:1 kg=s,
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Fig. 3. Compressor characteristics and operating conditions for the acoustic measurements: (a) SRV2 with vaneless diffuser and (b) SRV4

with vaneless diffuser.
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�
 constant throttle and variable rotor speed in the range nred ¼ 20,000–50,000/min, and

�
 constant pressure ratio Ptot ¼ 4.0 in the range _mred ¼ 1:8� 2:8 kg=s.

3. Experimental results

3.1. Spectral characteristics of radial compressor noise

In Fig. 4 are plotted the sound pressure spectra measured at the interior wall of the immediate inlet duct of
the compressor SRV2 without outlet guide vanes at constant throttle in the speed range 30,000–50,000/min. At
each speed, the BPF component is clearly visible in the spectrum. In this paper, the BPF is defined as the
product of the rotor shaft frequency fn and the number of main rotor blades Z, i.e., fBPF ¼ Zfn.

With increasing harmonic order h, the levels of the blade tone harmonics hfBPF become smaller. The higher
the rotor speed, the more prominent are the BPF and its harmonics the BPF and its harmonics.

Above 40,000/min, the rotor shaft speed harmonics ifn become important until finally at 50,000/min the
harmonics i ¼ 6 and 7 reach levels almost as high as that of the BPF. Aero-engines operating with supersonic
fan tip speeds are known to generate a tonal sound spectrum spread over a range of harmonics of the engine
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Fig. 4. Circumferentially averaged sound pressure spectra in the compressor immediate inlet duct as function of the rotor speed; SRV2,

vaneless diffuser (for clarity, individual spectra are shifted vertically by 50 dB).
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shaft rotation frequency. These harmonics are commonly termed ‘‘buzz-saw’’ tones. The pressure signature
attached to a supersonic ducted fan will be a saw tooth waveform. These rotor-speed harmonics are caused by
the shock waves in the rotating blade channels, which in the present case begin to exist at a rotor speed of
41,000/min.

At the low rotor speeds 30,000–34,000/min, narrow-band noise components are observed at about half the
BPF, which increase with speed. At 30,000 and 32,000/min, the levels of the narrow-band components are
higher than the BPF level and therefore dominate the overall noise of the compressor.

It will be shown later in this paper (Section 3.3.4) that the narrow-band components are produced by the
secondary flow through the gap between the compressor casing and the impeller blade tips, similar to the ‘‘tip
clearance noise’’ (TCN) observed in axial-flow machines by Kameier [13] and Kameier and Neise [14]. Further
experimental and numerical investigation of the rotating instability (RI) mechanisms were presented by März
et al. [15]. For brevity, the expression ‘‘TCN’’ will be used in the following to refer to the narrow-band spectral
components below the BPF even though the experimental proof for that is yet to be presented.

In Fig. 5a–c, the sound pressure spectra measured at the interior duct wall of the immediate inlet duct are
plotted for all compressor configurations tested. On the left-hand side spectra are presented as contour plots,
and on the right-hand side the same data are given in a three-dimensional plot. The change in spectral
characteristics with rotor speed is similar for all the three compressor configurations. TCN has the highest
levels at low speeds; it disappears from the spectrum above 40,000/min in case of the SRV2 (Fig. 5a and b), but
prevails up to 46,000/min in case of SRV4 (Fig. 5c). Comparing Fig. 5a and b shows that the TCN is
somewhat diminished by the presence of the vaned diffuser.

3.2. Sound fields in the inlet and outlet duct

3.2.1. Sound pressure spectra in the inlet duct

Sound pressure spectra measured at the design point of SRV2 (nred ¼ 50,000/min, _mred ¼ 2:55 kg=s) in the
immediate inlet duct and the inlet duct are plotted in Fig. 6a. The BPF-component has the highest level, and
its harmonics (hfBPF) are always higher in level than the neighbouring spectral components. In addition to the
blade tone spectrum, the rotor shaft speed harmonics (buzz-saw noise) are also clearly visible. At this high
rotor speed, the presence of the outlet guide vanes has very little effect on the sound spectra measured on the
compressor inlet side because any noise components generated by rotor–stator interaction could not
propagate upstream through the transonic flow fields in the rotor blade channels.

The spectral content of the sound spectra changes when propagating upstream from the rotor inlet plane
into the immediate inlet duct (diid ¼ 157mm) and further into the inlet duct (did ¼ 500mm) which is due to the
sound transmission and reflection characteristics of the ducts and the bellmouth nozzle and by nonlinear
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Fig. 5. Spectral characteristics of radial compressor noise as function of rotor speed: (a) SRV2, vaneless diffuser, (b) SRV2, vaned diffuser

and (c) SRV4, vaneless diffuser (operating line ‘‘constant throttle’’, compare Fig. 3).

T. Raitor, W. Neise / Journal of Sound and Vibration 314 (2008) 738–756744
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Fig. 6. Sound pressure spectra in the immediate inlet duct; SRV2 (operating line ‘‘constant throttle’’).
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damping effects which particularly affect low-frequency components composed from evanescent acoustic duct
modes.

To illustrate the damping effect, the levels of the first 14 rotor-speed harmonics (i ¼ 1–14) are plotted in
Fig. 7 for the wall pressure on the compressor casing (measurement point #1, compare Fig. 2) and the sound
pressure in the immediate inlet duct. The axial distance between the two measurement stations is 289mm,
i.e., 1.84diid.

At the casing wall, the BPF level is 25 dB higher than those of the next higher rotor-speed harmonics (i ¼ 5
and 14), and except for i ¼ 2 the levels of the rotor-speed harmonics are distributed fairly evenly. While
propagating from the rotor inlet plane (MP#1) to the acoustic measurement station in the immediate inlet
duct, the various rotor-speed harmonics are damped to different degrees.

Each rotor-speed harmonic i of buzz-saw noise is formed by only one azimuthal mode with its mode order
being equal to the rotor-speed harmonic order: m ¼ i (see e.g., McAlpine et al. [16]). In the case considered in
Fig. 7, the modes m ¼ 1–4 are not propagational in the immediate inlet duct at their respective frequencies and
are therefore substantially reduced in level. Conversely, the mode m ¼ 5 of the rotor-speed harmonics i ¼ 5 at
5 fn ¼ 4193Hz is excited just above its cut-on frequency and propagates down the duct with little change in
level. Similarly, for the harmonics i ¼ 6–8.

Fig. 6a–d shows the change of the sound pressure spectra in the immediate inlet duct when the compressor
speed is changed from 50,000/min down to 30,000/min in a little more detail. At nred ¼ 50,000 and 42,000/min,
the overall sound pressure level is dominated by the BPF component while at nred ¼ 36,000 and 30,000/min a
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Fig. 7. Comparison of rotor-speed harmonic levels at the casing wall (MP#1, compare Fig. 2) and in the immediate inlet duct; SRV2;

vaneless diffuser; nred ¼ 50,000/min; operating line ‘‘constant throttle’’.

Fig. 8. Comparison of sound pressure spectra in the immediate inlet duct and wall pressure spectra at the compressor casing wall (MP#1);

SRV2, nred ¼ 36,000/min (operating line ‘‘constant throttle’’).
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narrow-band component at about half the BPF exhibits maximum levels. Other relative level maxima are
observed at 1.5fBPF.

In Fig. 8, the sound pressure spectra from Fig. 6c for 36,000/min are shown in an expanded frequency scale
together with the wall pressure spectra measured on the casing wall (MP#1, see Fig. 2). The frequency range of
TCN is marked in the sound pressure for the immediate inlet duct. A similar hump appears in the wall
pressure spectra between 2.8 and 5.0 kHz, which is termed ‘‘RI’’. This phenomenon was first observed by
Kameier [13] on a high-pressure axial-flow fan and found to be the cause of the TCN. This noise generation
mechanism will be discussed further in Section 3.3.4.
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3.2.2. Comparison of sound pressure spectra in the inlet and outlet duct

In Fig. 9, sound pressure spectra in the immediate inlet duct and outlet duct are compared for SRV2 with
outlet guide vanes. To account for the different cross-sectional areas (diid ¼ 157mm; dod ¼ 309mm), the outlet
duct spectra were raised by an increment

KA ¼ 20 lgðdod=d iidÞ ¼ 5:9 dB: (2)

At the design point (nred ¼ 50,000/min), the inlet duct sound pressure spectrum is dominated by the BPF
and buzz-saw noise components, as was observed before. In the outlet duct, rotor-speed harmonics are found
only below the BPF with levels substantially lower than on the inlet side. Obviously, shock fronts attached to
the rotor blades radiate sound efficiently in the upstream but not in the downstream direction. The outlet duct
random noise levels are higher than the ones in the inlet duct up to 28 kHz.

At nred ¼ 42,000/min, the tonal noise components in the outlet duct are higher in level than on the inlet side.
This clearly demonstrates that the rotor–stator interaction is important for the noise radiation into the outlet
duct but not for the inlet side. For example, the outlet duct BPF level is 142.1 dB compared with 129.3 dB in
the immediate inlet duct. Beginning at 13 kHz, the random noise levels on the outlet side decrease more
strongly with frequency than on the inlet side.
Fig. 9. Comparison of sound pressure spectra in the immediate inlet duct and outlet duct (levels raised by KA ¼ 5.9 dB); SRV2; vaned

diffuser; operating line ‘‘constant throttle’’.
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Fig. 10. Effect of the outlet guide vanes on the sound pressure spectra in the outlet duct; SRV2; operating line ‘‘constant throttle’’.
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At the two lower speeds 30,000 and 36,000/min the TCN components are more pronounced on the inlet
side. But note that the data in Fig. 9 are for the vaned diffuser where TCN was observed to be weaker than
with the vaneless diffuser.

The effect of the outlet guide vanes on the sound pressure spectra in the outlet duct is presented in
Fig. 10 for rotor speeds of 30,000 and 36,000/min. At both speeds, the BPF component dominates the
overall noise level when the outlet guide vanes are in place, but not so with the vaneless diffuser. TCN
is clearly visible below and above the BPF with the vaneless diffuser and much less distinct with outlet
guide vanes.

3.2.3. Overall sound pressure and sound power in the inlet duct

In Fig. 11 are plotted the total sound pressure level Lp,tot (0–50 kHz) and the BPF level Lp,BPF in the
immediate inlet duct (top diagram), the total sound pressure Lp,tot (0–50 kHz) and the BPF level Lp,BPF in the
inlet duct (middle diagram), and the total sound power level LW,tot (50Hz–20 kHz) and BPF one-third octave
band power level LW,BPF (bottom diagram) as functions of the reduced rotor speed at constant throttle. The
sound power in the inlet duct was determined based on the standardized in-duct measurement procedure ISO
5136 [12] in one-third octave bands.

The total sound power level LW increases with the rotor speed up to nred ¼ 36,000/min where a relative
maximum is reached. Above 36,000/min there is a slight decrease of LW,tot and a subsequent rise beginning at
44,000/min. These general trends can be observed a little more clearly in overall sound pressure levels Lp,tot in
the immediate inlet duct and the inlet duct (top and middle diagram of Fig. 11).

In the speed range up to 36,000/min, TCN is the strongest spectral component and dominates the
overall noise level. At higher speeds, TCN becomes weaker, and the blade tone levels grow. At 41,000/min
the flow at the blade tip at the rotor inlet plane becomes supersonic, however, without a significant
change in the noise. A noticeable noise level increase does not occur until rotor speeds between 44,000 and
46,000/min. The reason for this behaviour is that the BPF component, as will be shown in Section 3.3.2,
is dominated by a single azimuthal duct mode m ¼ 13 which is cut off below 45,000/min and contributes to
the far-field sound level only above this rotor speed, compare the BPF-level distribution in the top diagram
of Fig. 11.

The exact reason for the speed dependence of the TCN is not known. A possible explanation is that the
radial tip clearance gap varied with rotor speed due to blade deflections under centrifugal and/or thermal
stresses and/or due to the speed characteristics of the rotor shaft bearing system. During the experiments the
tip clearance gap was monitored only at the impeller exit to avoid rubbing contact of impeller and casing
but not at the impeller inlet plane or intermediate stations. Another possible explanation lies of course
in the aerodynamics of the blade tip flow, which certainly change when the flow conditions become sonic. It
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Fig. 11. Radial compressor noise levels in the inlet duct versus reduced rotor speed; SRV2; operating line ‘‘constant throttle’’: (a) sound

pressure level in the immediate inlet duct, (b) sound pressure level in the inlet duct and (c) sound power level in the inlet duct.
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was observed before in Fig. 5 that TCN is present up to 40,000/min in case of the impeller SRV2 and up to
46,000/min in case of SRV4, for the same nominal tip clearance gap, which is an indication that the impeller
design and aerodynamics may have an effect on this phenomenon. However, since neither detailed tip
clearance measurements nor tip clearance flow measurements were performed in the speed range in question,
the reason for the speed dependence of the TCN remains unclear.

The influence of the outlet guide vanes on the overall sound power is not very pronounced. Up to
41,000/min, LW,tot is by about 2 dB higher with the vaneless diffuser, which is due to the weaker TCN
in this case.

3.2.4. Overall sound pressure in the outlet duct

The overall sound pressure levels in the outlet duct of the SRV2 compressor are depicted in Fig. 12 as
functions of the reduced rotor speed for the cases without and with outlet guide vanes. The corresponding
levels in the compressor immediate inlet duct are repeated from Fig. 11a for direct comparison. The effect of
the vaned diffuser is to increase the overall outlet level by about 3.5 dB on average, which is of course due to
the rotor–stator interaction that generates tonal components in the outlet duct. This result is in accordance
with investigations by Feld et al. [1].

In the lower rotor-speed range up to 40,000/min, the inlet and outlet levels obtained with the vaned diffuser
differ by only 0.7 dB, on average. However, with the vaneless diffuser, the average difference between inlet and
outlet sound pressure levels is as large as 6 dB in the same speed range.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of inlet and outlet duct total sound pressure levels (KA ¼ 5.9 dB increment added to outlet levels); SRV2; operating

line ‘‘constant throttle’’.
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While the inlet sound pressure levels reach their relative minimum at 42,000/min, as discussed before, the
outlet sound pressure level of the SRV2 with outlet guide vanes exhibits a relative maximum. In the speed
range 46,000–50,000/min, the outlet duct levels are lower than those in the immediate inlet duct.

3.3. Acoustic mode analysis for source mechanism identification

3.3.1. Introductory remarks

In this section, frequency and acoustic mode analyses are described which are useful to identify and
characterize the aeroacoustic generation mechanisms of various spectral components of centrifugal
compressor noise. The mode analyses are carried out in the inlet duct immediately upstream of the impeller
inlet plane where the spatial sound field structure generated by the turbomachine exists without secondary
influences of sound propagation, transmission or reflections.

In this context, it is useful to recall Tyler’s and Sofrin’s [17] famous relationship for the acoustic mode
orders generated by rotor–stator interaction

mR&S ¼ h Z � s V (3)

in which Z and V are the number of rotor blades and stator vanes; h ¼ 1, 2, y stand for the BPF and its
harmonics, and s ¼y, �2, �1, 0, 1, 2y . If there are no vanes or other flow disturbances to interact with the
rotor, i.e., V ¼ 0, from Eq. (3) follows for the rotor-alone tonal noise mR ¼ hZ.

3.3.2. Blade tone components

In Fig. 13a and b are shown the azimuthal mode spectra of the BPF fBPF and its first harmonic 2fBPF
at the design point of SRV2 without outlet guide vanes: In both diagrams, the mode spectra in the
immediate inlet duct are dominated by only one mode, i.e., m ¼ 13 for fBPF (23 dB over the level of
second highest mode m ¼ 12) and m ¼ 26 for 2 fBPF (15 dB over the level of second highest mode m ¼ 2),
which in the light of Eq. (3) reveals that these blade tones are generated by the pressure fields attached
to the rotor blades, by rotor-alone noise, and not by any interference of the rotor with surrounding flow
fields.

When the outlet guide vanes are added, the mode spectra on the compressor inlet side are dominated by the
same mode orders m ¼ 13 and 26, respectively (mode spectra not shown here). Hence, rotor–stator interaction
does not play a role for the tonal compressor noise on the inlet side at the design speed. The reason for that
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Fig. 13. Azimuthal mode spectra in the immediate inlet duct; SRV2; vaneless diffuser; design point; nred ¼ 50,000 min, _mred ¼ 2:56 kg=s,
Ptot ¼ 5.44: (a) fBPF ¼ 10,900Hz and (b) 2 fBPF ¼ 21,800Hz.
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was given earlier in this paper: disturbances due to rotor–stator interaction certainly exist downstream of the
rotor, but they cannot propagate through the transonic flow regimes in the rotating blade channels into the
inlet duct.

The dominance of the modes m ¼ 13 and 26 described above was also observed in the inlet duct of 500mm
diameter, because modes that are cut on in the immediate inlet duct are also propagational in the inlet duct of
larger cross-section.

At the rotor speed nred ¼ 42,000/min (no spectrum shown here), the BPF component is fBPF ¼ 9147Hz. In
the immediate inlet duct, the mode m ¼ 13 lies just outside the range of propagational modes at this frequency
and, therefore, has a much lower level than the modes of lower order which are inside the range of cut-on
modes. Since the cut-off mode m ¼ 13 cannot propagate through the immediate inlet duct, it is also
unimportant in the larger inlet duct although it falls in the range of cut-on modes there.

The above discussion helps to explain the dependence of the sound pressure and sound power level on the
rotor speed depicted in Fig. 11. Despite the onset of transonic flow, the overall levels diminish at nred ¼

41,000/min because the mode m ¼ 13 is cut off. The subsequent increase at nred ¼ 45,000/min is due to the
mode m ¼ 13 at BPF cutting on which makes the BPF the dominant spectral component in the inlet duct.

3.3.3. Buzz-saw noise components

As mentioned before, turbomachines operating with supersonic fan tip speeds are known to generate a tonal
sound spectrum spread over a range of harmonics of the engine shaft rotation frequency. These harmonics are
commonly termed ‘‘buzz-saw’’ tones. The principal source of buzz-saw noise is the rotor-alone pressure field,
which is steady in the rotor frame of reference, i.e., the pressure field locked to the rotor. At supersonic tip
speeds, the rotor-locked pressure field is dominated by the shock waves attached to the blades, and the
associated rotor-alone pressure field propagates upstream in the inlet duct (see Morfey and Fisher [18],
Hawkings [19], Stratford and Newby [20] and Fisher et al. [21]).

The rotor-alone pressure field comprises a number of spinning modes that have the same rotational velocity
as the rotor. As stated before, each of rotor-speed harmonic i of buzz-saw noise comprises only one azimuthal
mode the order of which is equal to the rotor-speed harmonic order: m ¼ i. The angular frequency oM of these
modes is given by

oM ¼ i 2p f n. (4)

In Fig. 14a is depicted the rotor-coherent components of the sound pressure spectrum measured in the
immediate inlet duct for the impeller SRV2 with the vaneless diffuser at a rotor speed of nred ¼ 50,000/min.
Owing to the phase averaging of the spectra, the random noise components of the pressure signal are
suppressed, and the rotor harmonics and the BPF are more pronounced than in conventionally averaged
spectra. In Fig. 14b–d, azimuthal mode spectra are shown for the rotor-speed harmonics i ¼ f/fn ¼ 4, 5 and 6.
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Fig. 14. Sound pressure spectrum and azimuthal mode spectra of the 4–6th rotor-speed harmonic; SRV2; vaneless diffuser; design point;

nred ¼ 50,000/min; _mred ¼ 2:56 kg=s, Ptot ¼ 5.44: (a) Phase averaged sound pressure spectrum in the immediate inlet duct, (b) azimuthal

mode spectrum at 4fn, (c) azimuthal mode spectrum at 5fn and (d) azimuthal mode spectrum at 6fn.
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The mode spectra for the harmonics i ¼ 5 and 6 are dominated by the mode order m ¼ i. This is not true for
the engine order i ¼ 4 which, however, is cut off at 4fn and therefore much lower in level than the others in the
spectrum (Fig. 14a).

3.3.4. Tip clearance noise

In this section, the spectral components provisionally termed ‘‘TCN’’ (compare Section 3.1) will be
investigated.

Kameier [13] and Kameier and Neise [14] studied the aeroacoustic generation mechanism of the TCN in
axial turbomachines. In addition to the higher broadband levels reported in the previous published literature,
significant sound pressure level increases occurred within limited, almost narrow frequency bands in a region
below the BPF component when the tip clearance was enlarged. This TCN component which is a particularly
effective noise source was observed when the tip clearance ratio is relatively large and if there is a high enough
pressure difference between suction and pressure side of the impeller blades, i.e., at flow rates equal to or
smaller than the design flow rate.

Measurements of the pressure fluctuations on the casing wall close to the impeller and on the rotating blades
showed that TCN is found in the acoustic far field only if the rotating blade flow instability components
are present simultaneously in the near field. This phenomenon is more pronounced at the blade tip than at the
hub. The analysis of the pressure spectra measured on the impeller blades and on the casing wall close to the
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impeller indicated that the RI components can be interpreted as a fluctuating source or vortex mechanism
which rotates relative to the cascade at about half the impeller speed. The circumferential distribution of this
rotating source is not uniform and can be represented by a superposition of spatial Fourier components,
similar to the higher-order azimuthal modes of sound propagation in circular ducts.

The generation of TCN is explained by the interaction of the RI component with the impeller blades. Neise
and Kameier [14] applied Holste’s [22,23] model of the interaction of two rotors of different blade numbers
and rotor speeds to describe the interaction of an axial fan rotor (subscript ‘‘R’’) with the ‘‘RI’’ and obtained
the following relationships for the angular frequency oR&RI and the azimuthal mode order mR&RI of the
resultant interaction noise component:

oR&RI ¼ oTCN ¼ h ZOR|ffl{zffl}
oBPF

�ha aRIORI|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
oRI

, (5)

mR&RI ¼ mTCN ¼ hZ � haaRI, (6)

where OR and ORI are the rotational speeds of the rotor and the RI, respectively. h ¼ 1,2,y stand for the BPF
and its harmonics, and ha ¼ 1,2,y are the harmonic orders (Fourier components) of the RI. With h ¼ ha ¼ 1
and after division by 2p one has from Eq. (5):

f R&RI ¼ f TCN ¼ f BPF � f RI. (7)

In the following considerations, the TCN model developed by Neise and Kameier [14] will be applied to the
present compressor noise investigation.

Fig. 15 shows for the impeller SRV2 with the vaned diffuser spectra of the sound pressure in the immediate
inlet duct and the wall pressure at the casing wall at nred ¼ 36,000/min. As in the axial fan case, there is a
broad spectral hump with added spectral peaks in the wall pressure spectra at about half the BPF, which is
marked ‘‘RI’’. Each of these peaks represents one Fourier component aRI of the RI. At a slightly lower
frequency another hump (‘‘TCN’’) is visible in the sound pressure spectrum.

The following frequencies can be read from Fig. 15: fBPF ¼ 7758Hz, fRI ¼ 4150Hz. From Eq. (7) follows
for the TCN frequency fTCN ¼ fBPF–fRI ¼ 3608Hz which is within the range 3588–3683Hz where TCN is
observed in the immediate inlet duct.
Fig. 15. Spectra of the sound pressure in the immediate inlet duct and the wall pressure at the casing wall (MP#1, compare Fig. 2); SRV2,

vaned diffuser, nred ¼ 36,000/min.
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Fig. 16. Wall pressure spectrum at the compressor casing wall (MP#1); SRV2, vaned diffuser, nred ¼ 36,000/min.

Fig. 17. Azimuthal mode spectrum of tip clearance noise; fTCN ¼ 3608Hz; SRV2; vaned diffuser; nred ¼ 36,000/min.
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According to Kameier [13], the frequency difference between two neighbouring peaks is equal to the
rotational speed ORI of the RI. From Fig. 16, which is an enlarged presentation of the wall pressure spectrum
shown in Fig. 15, one finds ORI ¼ 245–250Hz.

Combining Eqs. (5) and (6), one obtains for rotational speed ORI

ORI ¼
hZOR � oTCN

hZ �mTCN
(8)

in which all quantities are known except for the azimuthal mode order mTCN of TCN which can be read from
the azimuthal mode spectrum of this component in Fig. 17 at fTCN ¼ 3608Hz where the dominant mode order
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is mTCN ¼ �3. Inserting all known quantities into Eq. (8) yields ORI/2p ¼ 259.4Hz which is very close to the
frequency differences between neighboring peaks observed in Fig. 16.

In summary, it is noted that the experimental data measured on the centrifugal compressor are consistent
with the TCN model developed by Kameier and Neise [14]. Conversely, one can conclude that the spectral
components observed below the BPF in the radial compressor noise spectra in the lower speed range are in
fact caused by the secondary flow through the gap between blade tips and the casing.
4. Conclusions

An experimental study of radial compressor noise is described to identify the main noise generation
mechanisms for this type of turbomachine. Knowledge of the generation mechanisms is a prerequisite for
future low noise compressor design.

Detailed acoustic measurements are carried out on two shroudless radial impeller types ‘‘SRV2’’ and
‘‘SRV4’’ running on a typical compressor test bed. Inlet and outlet blade tip diameters are 157 and 224mm.
Both impellers have 13 main and 13 splitter blades. A vaneless and a vaned outlet diffuser are available for the
experiments. The aerodynamics of these compressor stages have been studied extensively, both numerically
and experimentally, in previous national research projects.

Sound power measurements at various operating lines of the compressor are made in the anechoically
terminated inlet duct following a standardized measurement procedure. Unsteady wall pressure measurements
along the radial extent of the compressor casing provide insight into the flow processes within the rotating
rotor blade channels.

Acoustic mode measurements are made in the inlet duct at two different axial positions with different
diameters: immediately upstream of the compressor intake and 2.1m farther upstream using rotatable duct
sections. Both are equipped with four axial rings with four wall-flush mounted condenser microphones each.
The microphones are traversed circumferentially to resolve the spatial sound pressure distribution into
azimuthal duct modes of various tonal and narrow-band components. The modal structure of the sound
radiated from the compressor impeller reveals the dominant generation mechanisms depending on the tip
speed Mach number at the compressor inlet:
�
 The dominating source mechanisms for the compressor inlet side are
J TCN at lower impeller tip speed Mach numbers (Ma1o0.95).
J Rotor-alone noise at the BPF and its harmonics at sonic tip speed Mach numbers (Ma1E1).
J Rotor-alone noise at the BPF and its harmonics plus buzz-saw noise caused by the shock waves attached

to the rotor blades at high rotor speeds.
J Rotor–stator interaction noise is negligible on the compressor inlet side.

�
 The dominating source mechanisms for the compressor outlet side are

J At lower impeller tip speed Mach numbers (Ma1o0.95), TCN in case of the compressor with vaneless
diffuser, and rotor–stator-interaction noise in case of the vaned diffuser TCN.

J At high rotor tip speed Mach numbers (Ma141), blade tone noise due to rotor-alone noise and
rotor–stator interaction noise.
The paper represents the first systematic experimental investigation of the tonal and narrow-band spectral
components that dominate the noise of centrifugal compressors.
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